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THE MILLS BILL FREE LIST. 
Raw Material and Necessaries 

of Life. 
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THE OLD BANNER IS ALL RIGHT. 
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had an honest and fair majoriry of 
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| was therefore legally elected Presi 
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| Phere is often a dispute ns to the true 
residence of a citizen tn cases whore en 
pursde thelr etnployment fn different 
places, Residence is a question of in. 
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wheal was fixed ia Londons, sud 
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facturers, sold his grain in conpeti 

| tion with the products of psaper labor 

of Russia and India. In a hundred 

| years protection has to! made a home 

| market for the farmer. a the con 

trary, the outleck is more and wore 
| nupromising as the years go on. Exe 

cessive taxation, on the eiher handy 

has driven the farmer into the hands 
| of the wsurions money lender. The 

| home market theory was a plausable 

fallaoy, which now appeals only to 

persons of little information and weak 
|imaglastion. A proper degres of 
| protection indirectly benefits the 
| whole country, sud the farmer shares 
| the advantages wits other unprotected 
workingmen, but excessive taxation 

falls upon him more heavily than 
upon any other member of the com- 
wunity, and he is the one most inter 
ested in a jadicious revision of the 
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